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 Abstract   

Background: Tenofovir (TDF) based regimen is one of the first line agent that is being utilized routinely since 

2013 in Ethiopia.  Unfortunately, there is limited information regarding the major treatment outcome measures 

such as: rate of CD4+ recovery, mortality and the incidence of opportunistic infections; of TDF based regimens 

compared with Zidovudine (AZT) based regimens. 

Objective: To compare treatment outcomes of Tenofovir and Zidovudine based antiretroviral (ART) regimens 

among people living with HIV/AIDS at Jimma University Specialized Hospital, Southwest Ethiopia. 

Methods: A two year retrospective cohort study was conducted from February 10/2015 to March 10/2015 at 

Jimma University Specialized Hospital. A total of 280 records were reviewed by selecting records using a simple 

random sampling technique. Data was collected on socio-demographic, clinical characteristics of patients and 

drug related variables. Data was entered into EpiData version 3.1 for cleaning and analyzed using STATA 13.1. 

Kaplan-Meier and Cox regression was used to compare treatment outcome and identify independent predictors 

of treatment outcome. Hazard ratio was used as measure strength of association and p-value of <0.05 was 

considered to declare statistical significance. Predictors for CD4+ change were identified with mixed effect 

linear regression analysis. Slopes of the random effect linear regression and their 95% confidence intervals 

together with p-value < 0.05 was used as indicators for presence of association. 

Results: Of 280 patients, 183(65.36%) were female. Of these females, 93(33.32%) belongs to Tenofovir group. 

The mean age of the study subjects was 32.31 + 8.32 years. Through 24 months analysis, TDF based regimen 

had a protective effect against death and opportunistic infections (OIs), (AHR=0.79, 95% CI [0.24, 2.62]) and 

(AHR=0.78, 95%CI [0.43, 1.4] respectively. The average opportunistic infection treatment effect of 

TDF/3TC/EFV was (-71/1000, p=0.026), while it was (+114/1000, p=0.049) for AZT/3TC/EFV. However, 

TDF/3TC/NVP was associated with statistically insignificant morbidity reduction (-74/1000, p=0.377). Those 

with body mass-index (BMI) <18.5kg/m2 (AHR=3.21, 95%CI [0.93, 11.97]) had higher hazard of death. 

Absence of baseline prophylaxis (AHR=8.22, 95% CI [1.7, 39.77]), Cotrimoxazole prophylaxis alone 

(AHR=6.15, 95% CI [1.47, 26.67]) and BMI<18.5kg/m2 (AHR=2.06, 95% CI [1.14, 3.73]) had higher hazards 

of OIs.TDF group had shown potentially promising immunologic recovery (β =+34.08, 95% CI [7.8, 60.35], 

p=0.001) over time. And the predicted CD4+ count for TDF/3TC/EFV had (β = +347.65 cells/mm3, p<0.001) 

change.  

Conclusion and recommendations: TDF based combinations were promising regimens to be used in this set-

up interms of suppressing opportunistic infections and immunologic recovery. However, the mortality benefit 

and prevalence of sub-immunologic (SO-CD4) response among the users remained uncertain. 

Key-words: Treatment outcomes, Tenofovir regimen, Zidovudine regimen, Jimma University Specialized 

Hospital. 
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1. INTRODUCTION   

1.1Back ground  

Around 1980’s, Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) was globally emerged as a major public 

health threat. The reaction against it has led to unprecedented attention and commitment from the 

international community to improve access to Human immune virus(HIV) care, antiretroviral treatment 

(ART) and prevention (1,2).The introduction of potent ART has dramatically reduced HIV/AIDS 

associated crisis; such as, rates of mortality& morbidity, improved quality of life, revitalized communities 

and transformed perceptions on the disease from a plague to a manageable chronic illness (3–6). 

The treatment option for HIV/AIDS has drastically changed since 1987 when the first drug, Zidovudine 

(AZT), was approved by the food and drug administration (FDA). The initial ART regimens used by most 

national treatment programs in resource-limited settings include two Nucleoside reverse transcriptase 

inhibitors (NRTIs) and one Non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs). The NRTIs in these 

regimens include AZT or Stavudine (D4T) with lamivudine (3TC); the NNRTI component has been 

Nevirapine (NVP) or Efavirenz (EFV). The four regimens created from these ARVs have saved hundreds 

of thousands of lives and provided hope to a millions (2–5,7).  

Extensive use of ART may reduce the incidence of HIV infection, as the risk of transmission of the virus 

is lower in those receiving antiretroviral therapy than in naïve patients (8).  

In between 2002–2012 , 8 million people were estimated to be receiving ART and 4.5 million deaths were 

averted in low- and middle-income countries (1,2,9). According to World health organization (WHO), more 

than 7.5 million people were  receiving treatment at the end of 2012 compared to 50,000 people a decade 

earlier in African region .Due to increased access to ART, a total of 5.2 million deaths have been averted 

in low- and middle-income countries between 1996 and 2012 (9,10). 

Between 1996 and 2009, 176,632 peoples were receiving ART with 52-65% ART coverage as per 2010 

guideline which resulted in 160,000 life years gain among adults due to ART in Ethiopia (11). By the end 

of June 2013, the number of people ever started ART was 439,301 and 317,443 were  receiving ART (12). 

A linear increase has been observed and by the end of June 2014, the number of people ever started ART 

was 492,649 and 344,344 people were  receiving ART(13). 

Currently, there are more than 20 ARV compounds approved for use in United States (US) and Europe. 

Multiple adult HIV treatment guidelines recommend the nucleos(t)ide reverse transcriptase inhibitors ,AZT 
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or TDF based regimens and most are in favour of TDF based regimens as the safer regimen for patients 

with no contraindication due to its proven effectiveness, favourable toxicity profile, and demonstrated 

regimen durability(1,14–16),except its minimal bioavailability with the current formulation i.e.,25% only 

(17). 

TDF has a long intracellular half-life and is formulated as a single 300-mg tablet that is taken once daily. 

In vitro, TDF is a weak inhibitor of mitochondrial De-oxy ribonucleic acid(DNA) polymerase gamma and 

appears not to affect the mitochondrial DNA content in multiple cell types.(18,19).TDF has been well 

tolerated in clinical trials to date. In several trials, clinical and laboratory adverse events were no more 

common with TDF than with placebo (20). However, literatures reported that, TDF+3TC+NVP was 

associated with higher hazard of mortality and virologic failure when compared to  AZT +3TC+NVP 

(21,22) and even TDF based regimens are less protective from death and OIs than AZT based regimens in 

HIV patients living in resource limited settings (23). 

Other studies with TDF identified renal and bone toxicities as potential draw back in HIV patients (24,25). 

Safety issues specific to this agent such as serious renal toxicity, including acute renal failure requiring 

dialysis, progressive decline in renal function, proximal renal tubular dysfunction, and Fanconi-syndrome 

are reported by some literatures (21-24),unlike a case report from China where “a 50-year-old Chinese man 

with chronic hepatitis B and kidney transplantation received TDF plus entecavir ,after eight weeks,  resulted 

in improved creatinine clearance (28).”  

This may raise a question of “Is there pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetic changes associated with 

TDF that may potentiate its toxicity in the presence of human immunodeficiency virus?” since toxicity 

reports are almost from these patient groups.    
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1.2. Statement of the problem 

Evidences show that the current focus of resource limited settings is scaling up of access and improving 

the rate of retention in ART care than assuring the quality of treatment outcome(29).  

In  Ethiopia, in spite of the achievements in scaling up ART , losses to follow-up and early mortality remain  

the major gaps (30). By the end 2013 only 70.3% of  individuals  who  ever  started  ART  were on  treatment  

indicating  challenges  in  patients’ retention in care (12). So the best use of ART and how patients should 

be maintained on successful ART regimen is the most important question to be addressed (31).  

Safe and efficacious ART regimens  improve  patient care through rapidly restoring  the immune cells, 

promoting adherence  and  alleviating the hazards of mortality(1,32).TDF is one of the ART drugs that 

come to be routinely utilized in the current Ethiopian practice setup since the past two years. For this drug, 

the recent WHO report indicated that data on the risk of major clinical events such as mortality, renal failure 

and, bone fractures were limited (33). But one systematic review from Cochrane library  has reported that 

the overall mortality rate between patient taking  either AZT or  TDF based  regimens was not significantly 

different(34).However; in study from India, the proportion of patients experiencing OI was greater in AZT 

regimen compared to TDF regimen, the difference didn’t show any statistical significance (35).  

Studies from developed regions showed that there were 18.0% and 18.8% immunologic failures in the 

EFV/FTC/TDF and EFV/3TC/AZT arms, respectively. There were no significant differences in the risk of 

HIV-1 disease progression or death  (36).In another finding, patients receiving TDF experienced slight 

increase in CD4+ count from baseline compared with those receiving AZT although it is not statistically 

significant (37). 

Even though the study done in this set-up doesn’t support this fact (3),TDF based regimens has 

demonstrated  a better outcome only when combined with Efavirenz as compared to AZT based 

preparations interms of its durable viral suppression and  rate of immunologic recovery as reported by some 

studies (3,37,38). In contrary, a finding from south Africa concludes that, in  population of HIV patients on 

treatment in resource-limited settings AZT-containing regimens appear to show a slightly protective than 

TDF-based regimens (23). 

 

The decline in renal function following treatment initiation and concern related with monitoring for renal 

toxicity for those exposed to TDF based regimens is the potential safety issue. Many studies showed that 
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for those exposed to these regimens, the proportion of individuals with creatinine clearance < 50 mL/min 

are significantly higher than AZT based regimen exposed patients latter in the course of therapy (15,25–

27,39–41).  

Because of this inconclusive data currently available about the outcome of TDF based regimen compared 

to other regimens, we aimed to do retrospective analysis to provide a sufficient information about the major 

treatment outcomes; such as, mortality, rate of immunologic recovery and the incidence of opportunistic 

infection. In addition, there is scarcity of data specifically in JUSH on evidence presenting the comparative 

treatment outcome of TDF and AZT -based regimens. 

Therefore, the study was aimed to fill the gap by providing a head to head comparison of the two regimens 

interms of immunological and clinical responses rate of the regimen among PLWHA at JUSH.  
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2. LITRATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Literature Review 

Having an evidence about the efficacy of ART agents has a lot to do with effective management of 

HIV/AIDS. Because of the disease’s nature of incurability, People living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) are 

going to take their medication lifelong with optimum adherence in order to live longer.  Therefore, selection  

of ARV drug will basically focuses on its:  efficacy, favourable toxicity profile, and demonstrated regimen 

durability and minimal  impact on adherence (15,17).   

Different literatures discussed different treatment outcomes of antiretroviral drugs and variety of the 

independent predictors. 

2.1.1 Clinical and immunological outcomes 

The treatment outcomes of TDF and AZT based regimens are not similar due to regimens inherent 

differences in pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics nature. One prospective, randomized, multicentre 

non-inferiority study comparing the regimens of TDF/FTC/EFV and a fixed dose of AZT/3TC /EFV was 

done in Europe and USA involving 517 PLWHA who were randomly assigned to receive either regimen. 

At week 48, the patients treated with the TDF/FTC/EFV regimen had significantly greater increases from 

baseline in absolute CD4+ Cell counts (mean increase, 190 vs. 158 Cells per cubic millimetre; 95%,CI  

[9,55] P <0.002) and in median percentages of CD4+ Lymphocytes (CD4+ percentage) (11 % in the 

TDF/FTC versus10 % in the AZT/3TC group, P<0.02)(38) 

A report from another a prospective  study conducted in England, over 144 weeks shows patients in the 

TDF/FTC arm experienced an increase in CD4+ count of 312 Cells/mm3from baseline compared with an 

increase of 271cells/mm3 in the AZT/3TC arm, but this finding did not maintain statistical significance at 

144 weeks (p = 0.09)(37).  

A randomized, pragmatic, non-blinded clinical trial carried out in India, with 35 patients randomized to 

AZT regimen (with lamivudine and Nevirapine) and 33 patients to a TDF regimen (with Emtricitabine and 

Efavirenz).The proportion of patients experiencing OI was greater in AZT regimen than TDF regimen (46% 

vs. 31%, p= 0.22) and the death attributed to each regimen is 0 & 1 patient respectively. Patients on TDF 

regimen, tend to have better improvement in CD4+ values than patients on AZT regimen. The mean change 
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in CD4+ count from baseline was 208  + 132cells/µl/year (mean + SD) for AZT and  246 +172cells/ µl/year 

for TDF(35). 

A Comparative prospective cohort study of TDF versus AZT conducted in South Africa favoured TDF 

among NRTIs.In this study, the distribution of patients with over 12 months of CD4+ data for inclusion in 

assessing CD4+ change was 74% of TDF recipients, and 73% of AZT recipients. In the linear regression 

analysis, NRTI agent was significantly associated with CD4+ increase with an annual increase for TDF, 

and AZT of 67.0 (95% CI: 61.2, 72.8), and 53.1 (95% CI: 49.2, 56.9) cells/mm3 (p=0.001) (41). 

In a Nigerian two year retrospective, observational community based study of ART-naïve patients initiating 

TDF/3TC/NVP  versus AZT/3TC/NVP, it was demonstrated that the annual increment of CD4+ count is 

much better with AZT/3TC/NVP (208 + 166.2 Vs.221.1 +172.6 (p=0.072(22). 

In a retrospective cohort study conducted in Ethiopia, the proportion of death was slightly higher in patients 

exposed to AZT based regimens than their TDF counter parts (30 out of 282 versus 25 out of 258 p=0.429) 

(42). Another comparative retrospective cohort study from Ethiopia showed that, the ZDV/3TC/EFV had 

a CD4+ change of 193cells/mm3 from base line, where as it was 173 cell/mm3 for TDF/3TC/EFV at the 6th  

month of therapy(3). 
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2.1.2 Predictors of treatment outcome 

Experiences with ART suggest that adherence is arguably the most important factor in affecting treatment 

outcomes. The study done in South Africa found that, patients on twice AZT/3TC/NVP or daily doses 

TDF/3TC/EFV reported better adherence (>80%) than patients on multiple doses per day and were more 

likely to take their medications when away from home(43). 

A retrospective, comparative cohort study of AZT versus TDF based regimens in Zambia showed different 

independent factors to affect the treatment outcomes: in both regimens Low BMI, low CD4+ count, low 

haemoglobin, and advanced disease stage at baseline were all associated with elevated hazard of mortality. 

Women had higher risk of death, while individuals on tuberculosis treatment at time of ART initiation had 

lower risk of death (14). 

An HIV outpatient study: a Prospective, multicentre, observational cohort study, showed that amount of 

CD4+ cell counts at time of ART initiation and overall ART use duration were significantly associated with 

cause of death(44). 

A retrospective cohort study conducted in multiple countries has linked sex as the most important 

independent predictor for immunologic outcome. Even though it is not a head to head comparison, this 

study shown that females have a better CD4+ count change when on AZT based regimens while males have 

better CD4+ improvement when on TDF based regimen at the end of 6th month of therapy(38).  

A prospective Evaluation of Antiretroviral in Resource Limited Settings, (PEARLS) study of the AIDS 

Clinical Trials Group (ACTG) has shown a significant interaction between sex and treatment outcomes. 

Women randomized to EFV/FTC/TDF had lower risk of a safety endpoint compared to women randomized 

to EFV+3TC/ZDV (HR 0.50, CI 0.39–0.64)(36). 

Many studies done across different parts of the world has reported the impact of ART initiation at different 

CD4+ count will resulted in differences in treatment outcomes. Accordingly, people started ART between 

CD4+ 200-350 were 68% less likely to die, 63% less likely to need hospitalisation, and 39% less likely to 

drop out of care, compared to people who began treatment at CD4+ 200 or lower(18,45,46). 

A retrospective comparative study was done in Nigeria with intention of comparing ART associated adverse 

drug reactions as one independent variable to affect treatment outcome. According to this study compared 

to patients on TDF, ADR was less  likely to occur in patients on  AZT with AOR =0.18 (95% CI: 0.05-

0.64) versus AOR =0.24(95% CI: 0.7-0.9) respectively(47).  
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 In the Prospective Evaluation of Antiretroviral in Resource Limited Settings (PEARLS) study, there were 

95 (18.0%) and 98 (18.8%) immunologic failures in the EFV/FTC/TDF and EFV+3TC-AZT arms, 

respectively, and the range of the relative risk difference was 0.72 to 1.27.Treatment failure relative risk 

did not change significantly over time (p = 0.89 (36). 
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2.2 Conceptual frame work 

        

 Figure 1: Conceptual frame work for factors associated with treatment out comers 

                                          

Patient related factors 

Socio-demographic  
Age 
Sex 
Educational status 
Occupational status 
Marital status  
BMI 
Social drug use 
Area of residence 

Drug related factors 

Type of regimen 
       TDF based  
       AZT based 
OI prophylaxis 
(INH,Cotrimoxazole) 

 

Treatment outcome 

 CD4+ change  
 OI occurrences  & time to OI  

 Death & time to death 

Disease related factor 

 Baseline CD4+ count 

 WHO clinical stage 

 Co-morbidities 
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2.3 Significance of the study 

Despite the progress in improving access of antiretroviral treatment, important questions remain on the best 

use of ART and how patients should be maintained on successful regimen (31). 

The treatment outcomes related to ART in developing countries like Ethiopia, may differ from that in 

developed countries because of the high prevalence of conditions such as low literacy, tuberculosis, 

Anaemia, malnutrition, and frequent initial presentation with advanced HIV disease and inadequate 

outcome monitoring (48). 

Lack of well controlled studies in Ethiopia hinders both clinicians and policy makers to identify population 

specific safe agents and enforces them only to rely on data derived from other population. The findings 

generated by this study can be an input for clinicians, policy makers, reconsideration of the current already 

developed ART guidelines, quality control and procurement agencies. It also serves as an input for further 

research. 
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3. OBJECTIVES 

3.1General objective 

To compare treatment outcomes of TDF and AZT based regimens among people living with HIV/AIDS at 

Jimma University Specialized Hospital, South west Ethiopia, from September 3, 2012 to July 31, 2014 

3.2 Specific objectives 

 To assess clinical outcomes of TDF and AZT based regimens among people living with HIV/AIDS  

 To assess immunologic outcomes of TDF and AZT based regimens among people living with 

HIV/AIDS. 

 To identify predictors of treatment out comes of TDF and AZT based regimens among people living 

with HIV/AIDS. 
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4. METHODS AND PARTICIPANTS 

4.1 Study area and period 

The study was conducted at Jimma University specialized Hospital, which is located in Jimma town; Jimma 

Zone, Oromiya Region, Southwest Ethiopia and is about 346km away from the country’s political centre, 

Addis Ababa. 

Jimma University Specialized Hospital (JUSH) is one of the oldest public hospitals found in the south -

western part of the country that runs under Jimma University. It is currently the only teaching and referral 

hospital in this part of the country serving a total population of about 15 million. The hospital has ART 

clinic with about 7486 clients. The ART clinic services involve HIV care and treatment, TB treatment, post 

exposure prophylaxis service and prevention of mother to child transmission services (49). The study was 

conducted from February 10 /2015 to March 10/2015.  

 

 4.2 Study design 

A hospital based retrospective cohort study design was used 

4.3 Source population 

All HIV infected adult patients who were on ART (TDF and AZT based regimens) with regular follow up 

at JUSH ART clinic. 

4.4 Study population 

All adult patients who were on TDF and ZDV based regimens between September3, 2012 and July 31, 

2014 who fulfilled the eligibility criteria  
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4.5 Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

 Inclusion criteria  

 Patients who were on AZT and TDF based first line regimens 

 Who have at least six months of follow-up  

 Those who have  CD4+ count at least at base line and six month  

 Patients older than 14 years old. 

 Those with good adherence 

 Exclusion criteria 

 Pregnant women 

4.6 Sample size determination and sampling technique  

 Sample size determination 

Sample size determination was guided by the number of patients on TDF/3TC/NVP, whereby only 70 

patients fulfil the inclusion criteria and all were included in the study. A frequency matching was used with 

each category of 70 subjects to control the confounding effects of non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase 

inhibitors (NNRTIs). So patients from the other regimens were selected based on the above figure to make 

the unexposed to expose ratio 1:1.Therefore a total of 280, with 140 exposed and 140 unexposed charts of 

patients were reviewed. 
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Sampling technique         

 From those ART  initiated patients at the start of the study period and  treated for first six months, only the 

charts of AZT and TDF based regimens users  were selected and served as sampling frame from which  the 

exposed and the unexposed groups were selected by simple random sampling technique. 

 Selection of exposed 

Exposed groups (n1 = 140) were those initiated with TDF based regimen which were identified from patient 

charts of hospital records. All patients exposed to TDF/3TC/NVP were include and a simple random 

sampling technique was used to select representative sample from TDF/3TC/EFV exposed patients by using 

computer generated random number. 

 Selection of unexposed 

One unexposed patient was selected per exposed and making the total unexposed patients 140 (n2 = 140).  

Unexposed groups were those patients initiated on AZT based regimen and selected by similar manner as 

exposed. 

N.B: Participants in the cohort are qualified as exposure group if they were initially commenced on TDF 

based regimens and unexposed group if they started AZT based regimens initially (21).  
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                         Figure 2: Summary of sampling procedure 

                                                            Adopted from: http://www.consort-statement.org 

Total number of patients who started ART & 
treated at least for 6months from PPMPC    

Exclude: 
-Missed CD4 at 6month 

Unexposed group  

 

AZT/3TC/NVP  

AZT/3TC/EFV  

 
AZT arm 
     

TDF/3TC/NVP  

TDF/3TC/EFV  

 
TDF arm 
     

        Exposed group  

 

           Allocation 

Simple random sampling 

                Follow-Up 

Complete CD4 count at 6month  

 

        Enrolment 

http://www.consort-statement.org/
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4.7 Study variables 

 Dependent variables 

     Primary outcome: Treatment outcomes (CD4+ change, occurrence of Death and OIs)  

     Secondary outcome: time to treatment outcome          

 Independent variables 

 Patient Related 

 Socio-demographic 

o Age, Sex 

o Marital status 

o Educational Status 

o Occupational status 

 Area of residence 

 Habit of social drug use 

 BMI 

 Drug Related Factors 

 Types of regimen  

 AZT based regimen               

 TDF based regimen 

 OI prophylaxis 

 INH  

 Cotrimoxazole  

 Diseases Related Factors 

 Baseline CD4+ count 

 WHO clinical Stage 

 Co-morbidities   
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4.8 Data collection Instrument & Procedure   

The data collection procedure was a multi-stage process. The first stage was reviewing the number of 

patients and their card numbers who started therapy with the specified time period. Then, the card number 

of each patient was cross-checked with the current ART regimen on the patient medication prescription 

profile card that found in the ART pharmacy. Finally those who met the inclusion criteria were stratified 

and sampling was made. Data on demographic, clinical, laboratory, drug administered, comorbidities and 

adherence was collected by record review using English version checklist which was prepared after 

reviewing different relevant literatures (1,3,50,51).Baseline body mass-index of the subjects was latter 

calculated after collection of baseline height and weight of the patient from patents chart. Data from 

antiretroviral drugs and patient information sheet was collected by pharmacists and data from ART clinic 

intake form, HIV care/ART follow up and patient sheet was collected by the nurses.  

4.9 Data Quality Assurance 

Data collection tool was carefully prepared to enable the data collectors to collect all necessary information 

needed to address study objectives. A one day training on data collection tool and general procedures of 

data collection was given for two pharmacists (B.Pharm) and two ART nurses who were assigned as data 

collectors and one Medical intern who was act as supervisor. Pre-test was conducted on 5% of the eligible 

records. The supervisor had supervised data collectors and facilitated the daily activities. All filled checklist 

was reviewed for completeness and consistency on daily basis by principal investigator.            

4.10 Data processing and analysis 

Data was entered into Epi-Data 3.1 and exported to STATA 13.1(STATA Corporation, Texas, USA) for 

cleaning and analysis. Descriptive analysis was performed and results was presented by text, tables and 

charts.  χ2 test was used to check the adequacy of cells for binary logistic regression. The survival experience 

of the patients was checked by Kaplan-Meier (log-rank test).Multicollinearity test was performed to check 

for collinearity between independent variables. For death and occurrence of OIs, chi-square test was 

performed to check adequacy of cells before performing Cox regression. Cox regression model assumption 

of proportional hazards was checked by testing an interaction of covariates with time. Bivariate Cox 

regression was performed to identify candidate variables for multivariable Cox regressions. Variables with 

p-value ≤ 0.11 in bivariate regression were considered as candidates for multivariable regression. 

Multivariable Cox regression was performed to identify independent predictors of treatment outcome. 
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Hazard ratio was used as measure strength of association and p-value < 0.05 was considered to declare a 

statistical significance. Propensity score matching was used to elucidate the morbidity effect of each ART 

regimen relative to the base regimen (AZT/3TC/NVP).  

Mixed-effect linear regression analysis was performed to identify predictors CD4+ change. This modelling 

approach was used because mixed models take into account both the within and between sources of 

variation, are flexible enough to account for the natural heterogeneity in the population, and can handle any 

degree of missing and drop-outs in the data (52). Bivariate regression was performed to identify candidate 

variables for multivariable regression. Variables with p-value ≤ 0.25 in bivariate regression was considered 

as candidates for multivariable regression. Multicollinearity between independent variables was checked 

and multivariable linear regression was performed to identify independent predictors of CD4+ change. The 

slopes of the random effect linear regression & their 95% confidence intervals together with p-value < 0.05 

was used as indicators for the presence of association. Marginal analysis was conducted to predict the two 

year mean change in CD4+ count attributed to each regimen. 

4.11 Ethical consideration 

The present study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of JUSH, Jimma, Ethiopia and the need 

for informed consent was waived because of the retrospective, anonymous nature of the study.During data 

collection, confidentiality was ensured and for this reason, name and address of the patient was not recorded 

in the data collection check list.        

4.12 Dissemination plan  

The final result of the study will be disseminated to responsible bodies such as Pharmacy department of 

Jimma University, JUSH administrators, Ethiopian Federal Ministry of Health, Ethiopian Food, medicines 

and health care Administration and Control Authority. Finally, the study finding will be submitted to 

reputable and peer-reviewed professional journal for publication. 
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4.13 Operational definition and definition of terms 

Good adherence: estimated  adherence level of >95%, (51) as recorded by ART physicians/Nurses. Adult: 

Age above 14 years(50).CD4+ count change:  A number of CD4+ counts >50cells/mm3 gain from baseline 

after starting therapy (measured at least at 6th month) (55).Sub-optimal CD4-response: net CD4+ gain 

<50cells/µl measured at six month(56). Co-morbidity: any medical condition concomitantly occurring 

with HIV/AIDS(57) and its occurrence is not due to the opportunity created by HIV/AIDS. Example, 

Diabetes mellitus. OI prophylaxis: a medication the patient is taking in order to prevent opportunistic 

infections. (E.g. INH and Cotrimoxazole)(58). Treatment outcome: refers to death, change in CD4+ 

number, and occurrence of at least one of the opportunistic infections. Incident OIs: The onset of new 

infection after three months of ART initiation in a patient initially free of any clinically evident infection 

(59). Social drugs use:Refers to patients behaviour of using at least one of these social drugs i.e. alcohol, 

khat or cigarette (60). Censored: If for a given patient, the study ends while the patient is still without event 

of interest (i.e. the event defining failure does not occur) (61). Event: is the life time of the concerned 

unit(e.g. death)(61).Died: a patient who dies of any reason after six months of  ART. Regular follow-up: 

those who come to ART clinic according to their appointment date. Lost to follow-up: Refers to a patient 

who has missed clinical or drug pick-up appointment permanently(51). 
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5. RESULTS 

5.1. Characteristics of the study groups 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   

 Figure 3: Sample recruitment chart at JUSH, from February10 to March1, 2015 

Started ART & treated for 6months   
(n= 1034) 

 

Missed CD4 at 6month (n= 48) 
      * Excluded (n=48  ) 

Unexposed group (n=140) 

AZT/3TC/NVP (n=70) 

AZT/3TC/EFV (n=70) 

AZT/3TC/NVP (n=235) 

*Adherence problem & regimen changed (n=43)                   

AZT/3TC/EFV (n=105) 

*Adherence problem & regimen changed (n=19) 

AZT arm (n= 352) 
*Excluded (pregnant) (n=12) 

TDF/3TC/NVP (n=92) 

*Adherence problem & regimen changed (n=12)                   

TDF/3TC/EFV (n=518) 

*Adherence problem & regimen changed (n=36) 

TDF arm (n=620) 
      *Excluded (pregnant) (n=10) 
 

Exposed group (n=140) 

TDF/3TC/NVP (n=70) 

TDF/3TC/EFV (n=70)  

      Allocation 

Simple random sampling 

      Follow-Up 

Complete CD4 count at 6month (n=986) 

*Pre-test (n=14) 

      Enrolment 
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A total of 1034 patients started antiretroviral therapy (ART) and treated for 6months. Of which 352 

belonged to AZT arm, 620 were from TDF arm who have complete CD4+ count at 6month of treatment. 

Forty eight patients were exclude initially from either regimens due to missed CD4+ count at 6month, 22(12 

and 10 from AZT and TDF) because of pregnancy  and 110  patients due to regimen change and  adherence 

issue. Since only 70 patients were remain on TDF/3TC/NVP that governed the sample selection. With 

simple random sampling technique, 280 patients were selected. 

Therefore, a cohort of 280 patients on TDF and AZT based regimens was followed retrospectively for 24 

months. The study was conducted by dividing the total sample in two major classes as TDF as an exposure 

group and AZT as unexposed, and AZT based regimen was chosen as a base regimen for the comparison. 

Subjects were considered as censored if: lost on follow-up or lived beyond the study period. 

The overall analysis time at risk was 539.39 years. The cohort contributed to a total of 2.74/100 and 

2.72/100 person-years of follow-up for exposed and unexposed groups respectively. The mean + standard 

deviation (SD) duration of follow up was 714.2 + 69.6 and 708.8 + 78.9 days (p=0.753) among exposed 

and un-exposed respectively. Study participants retained in the cohort for different length of follow up time: 

they stayed for a minimum of 7.4 and 8.9 months for exposed and unexposed groups respectively 

(p=0.743).  

At the end of follow-up period, 128 (91.43%) versus 131(93.6%)) completed their follow up, Six (4.3%) 

versus five (3.6%) deaths and 6(4.3%) versus 4 (2.9%) lost for follow-up were recorded from unexposed 

and exposed groups respectively (p=0.769).  

5.1.1. Description of socio-demographic variables 

The mean + SD age of the study participants was 32.3 + 7.4 and 32.3 + 9.2 years for the exposed and 

unexposed groups respectively. Similarly, the mean + SD baseline body mass index (BMI) was 19.7 + 3.4 

and 20.4 + 3.0kg/m2 respectively. Relatively, patients from TDF group had low BMI (<18.5kg/m2)   and 

low mean CD4+ count (<200cells/mm3) at baseline as compared to AZT group (20.4+ 3 versus 19.7+3.44) 

and (175.2 + 89.14 versus 164.6 + 83.4, respectively. 

Majority of the study subjects 183 (65.36%) were females and they were relatively equally distributed 

among exposed and unexposed groups, 90 (64.3%) versus 93(66.4%). Nearly half, 139(49.64%) were 

orthodox by religion. Of them more than half, 80(57.1%) were from unexposed group. Those who were 
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Muslims by religion contributed almost comparative for both groups, i.e. 45(32.1%) and 42(30%) for 

exposed and unexposed groups respectively. 

More than half, 153(54.64%) of the study subjects were married. Of these, 77(55%) were from exposed 

group. The lowest share of marital status was contributed by those who were widowed and they were 

8(5.7%) and 13(9.2%) from exposed and unexposed groups respectively.  

Twenty six (9.3%) were smokers and they were equally distributed among the groups. Sixty five (23.21%) 

of them were alcohol consumers and their proportion was relatively higher in unexposed group than 

exposed, 38(27.1%) versus 27(19.3%). One hundred and twenty two (43.57%) of the study subject had post 

primary level of education and they comprised 70(50%) of the exposed group. Twenty two (15.8%) of the 

exposed group were illiterate. This category contributed for 30(21.4%) of unexposed groups. One hundred 

and six (37.9%) patients had primary level of education and majority of them 58(41.4%) were from 

unexposed group. Of the two hundred and seven (73.93%) urban residents, 110(78.5%) belongs to 

unexposed group. 

One hundred and twenty-six (45%) of study subjects were employees of different government institution 

and self-running business owners. Of these, 68(48.6%) were from exposed group. 
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Table 2: Comparative baseline socio-demographic characteristics of the study cohort at JUSH, from          
February 10 to March 10, 2015 

    

 

    *BMI-body mass index, OIs-opportunistic infections 

All n=280   Exposed group 

     (n=140)   

 Unexposed group 

      (n=140 )   Variables 

Sex   Male  

         Female  

50(35.7) 

90(64.3) 

47(33.6) 

93(66.4) 

 Age        <25 

                26-45            

                >45 

27(19.3) 

108(77.1) 

5(3.6) 

32(25.9) 

98(85.9) 

10(7.2) 

BMI     <18.5       

             >18.5        

52(37.1) 

88(62.9) 

37(26.4) 

93(73.6) 

Educational level    

Illiterate 

Primary 

Post-primary                                                         

 

22(15.8) 

48(34.2) 

70(50) 

 

30(21.4) 

58(41.4) 

52(37.2) 

Residence   Urban 

                    Rural                                                     

97(69.3) 

43(30.7) 

110(78.5) 

30(21.5) 

Occupation               

Employed                              

Unemployed 

Housewife                                                                      

 

68(48.6) 

46(22.8) 

26(18.6) 

 

58(41.5) 

55(39.2) 

27(19.3) 

Religion 

Orthodox 

Muslim 

Others 

 

59(42.1) 

45(32.1) 

36(25.8) 

 

80(57.1) 

42(30) 

18(12.9) 

Marital    status  

Married                  

Single 

Divorced  

Widowed 

 

76(54.3) 

23(16.5) 

33(23.5) 

8(5.7) 

 

77(55.0) 

29(20.7) 

21(15.1) 

13(9.2) 

Alcohol             No  

                         Yes  

113(80.7) 

27(19.3) 

102(72.9) 

38(27.1) 
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5.1.2 Baseline clinical characteristics  

Overall, females contribute 90 (64.3%) and 93(65.4%) for the exposed and unexposed groups respectively. 

At baseline, more subjects from exposed group were at WHO clinical stage III, 47(33.6%) whereas 

proportional quantity, 47(33.6%) of subjects from unexposed group were at WHO clinical stage II. Very 

few of them, from exposed and unexposed groups, 15(10.5%) versus 14(10.0%) started treatment at WHO 

stage IV. Of the study subjects, 110(78.6%) in exposed and 79(56.4%) in unexposed group were 

functionally classified as “working, W” and those who were bed ridden comprised only 6(4.3%) and 

5(3.6%) respectively. There were 20(15.3%) and 17(12.1%) of patients diagnosed with TB and initiated 

anti TB drugs from exposed and unexposed groups respectively at the start of the study. Patients with initial 

diagnosis of co-morbidity other than TB were only 6(2.1%), of these 4(2.9%) of them belongs to exposed 

group.  

Cotrimoxazole preventive therapy (CPT) was the most frequently used prophylaxis at baseline. There 

were 86 (61.4%) and 99(70.7%) patients on CPT from exposed and unexposed groups respectively. In 

contrary, 17 (12.2%) from exposed and 11(7.8%) from unexposed group had no baseline prophylaxis. 
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Table 3: Comparative baseline clinical characteristics of the study cohort at JUSH, from February 10 to 

March 10, 2015 

 

  CPT-Cotrimoxazole, INH-Isoniazid, CD4+-cluster of differentiation4, SD-standard deviation 

 

 

  

Variables 
 Exposed     n (%)  Unexposed   n (%) 

Baseline CD4+ count  

     (Mean + SD) 

         <200 

          >200 

 

164.64 + 83.36 

92(65.7) 

48(34.3) 

 

175.21 + 89.14 

74(53.9) 

66(47.1) 

WHO stage   

  I                                   

 II                                    

 III  

 IV 

 

32(22.9) 

46(32.9) 

47(33.6) 

15(10.6) 

 

36(25.7) 

47(33.6) 

43(30.7) 

14(10) 

Functional status          

W 

A                                           

B 

 

110(78.6) 

24(17.1) 

6(4.3) 

 

79(56.4) 

56(40.0) 

5(3.6) 

TB (treatment)                                           

No                                    

Yes 

 

120(84.7) 

20(15.3) 

 

113(87.9) 

17(12.1) 

Prophylaxis  

      CPT+ INH 

      CPT alone   

      Neither 

 

37(26.4) 

86(61.4) 

17(12.2) 

 

30(21.5) 

99(70.7) 

11(7.8) 
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5.1.3. Baseline CD4+ count 
 

More than half (59.3%) of the study subjects had a baseline CD4+ count <200cells/mm3 and majority of 

them, 92(65.7%) were from exposed group. However, when they are described interms their mean + 

standard deviation (SD), it was 164.64 + 83.36 and 175.21 + 89.14 for exposed and unexposed groups 

respectively. Stratified analysis over the starting regimen showed that, the mean CD4+ count lied 

between,139.7+71.6 cells/mm3,which belongs to AZT/3TC/NVP for males and 197.4 + 97.43 cell/mm3 that 

was to AZT/3TC/EFV for females as described in figure 3 below. Except for males commenced on 

TDF/3TC/NVP (178.5+61.76 cells/mm3), females had higher baseline mean CD4+ count.  

5.2. Treatment outcomes 

5.2.1 Clinical outcome  

5.2.1.1 Death  

The total proportion of death among exposed and unexposed group was 3.68% and 4.48% (p=0.759) 

respectively. When the proportion of death is stratified among individual regimens as compared to 

AZT/3TC/NVP, TDF/3TC/EFV based regimen carries the lowest proportion 2(2.9%); however, the 
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Figure 4: Baseline CD4 counts distribution (Mean + SD) of the cohorts at JUSH, from February10 to March10, 2015 
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observed proportion was similar i.e. 3(4.44%), for the rest of the regimens. The survival time, mean + SD 

of exposed and unexposed groups does not show any statistically significant difference; 713.46 + 4.411 

and 709.57 + 4.983 days respectively (p= 0.743).  

5.2.1.2 Occurrence of opportunistic infections  

The proportion of opportunistic infection was 14.3 %and 17.9 % respectively among exposed and 

unexposed groups (p=0.47). The mean + SD survival time to opportunistic infection 656.574 + 14.58 and 

654.793 + 14.339 days respectively among the groups (p=0.462). For each separate regimen, the mean 

survival time showed patients exposed to TDF/3TC/EFV had favourable survival experience; and the 

difference was marginally significant as shown by the Kaplan-Meier survival estimate (fig 5).  

 

                                                       Log-rank p=0.063 

Figure 5: Survival estimates for opportunistic infections among the cohort at JUSH, from February 10 to 
March 2015 
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5.2.2 Immunologic outcome 

 The mean change in CD4+ over the last two years of the study subjects was depicted in the figure 6 below. 
The overall mean CD4+ showed promising outcome among the exposed than unexposed group, 
(321.7+164.8 versus 299.4 +126.1 cells/mm3). 

If each regimen’s contribution is considered, by assuming baseline mean CD4+ count measured at zero 
time, the maximum mean CD4+ count gain at any given time was attained by TDF/3TC/EFV and the 
minimum belong to AZT/3TC/EFV.  

 

    

*Missing values per each regimen at 12, 18 and 24 months respectively: a(2, 7, 11) b(11,3 ,2) 
c

(7 , 1 ,9)
d

(5 ,12 ,4)

Figure 6: The mean gain in CD4+ count of patients treated by AZT and TDF based regimens at JUSH, 
from February 10 to March 2015 

 

At 6month the prevalence of sub-optimal CD4+ response (net CD4+ gain <50cells/µl) was assessed and 

it was 67(23.95%).Of this figure, 20(30%) belongs to TDF/EFV, 19(28.3%) to AZT/EFV and 16(23.8%) 

to TDF/NVP. Earlier at the initiation of ART, the CD4+ count showed a linear trend but it becomes more 

flat after 18th month with a very minimal gain irrespective of the regimen.  
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Table 4: Summary of the major comparative treatment outcomes for TDF and AZT based regimens at 
JUSH, from February 10 to March 10, 2015 

Outcomes      Illustrative comparative effects p-value Number of 
participants 

AZT/3TC/NVP/EFV TDF/3TC/EFV/NVP 
*Death 6 per 140 5 per 140 0.758 280 

Time to death (mean + SD) 709.57 + 4.983  713.46 + 4.411 0.743 - 
*OIs 25 per 140 20 per 140 0.416 280 

Time to OIs (mean + SD) 654.793 + 14.339 656.574 + 14.58 0.462 - 

**Immunologic recovery 319.11 & 281.54 347.65& 295.73 p<0.001      280 

 

AZT VS TDF combinations 

 Time to death: AZT group (95%CI=699.799, 719.332, days), TDF group (95% CI=704.811, 722.103) 
 Time to OIs: AZT group (95%CI=626.688, 682.897, days), TDF group (95% CI=627.998, 685.151) 

**Marginal effects: AZT/3TC/NVP & AZT/3TC/EFV, TDF/3TC/EFV & TDF/3TC/NVP 
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5.3 Predictors of treatment outcomes 
 

5.3.1 Death 

Smoking, presence of comorbidity other than TB and functional status are removed from the analysis 

because of their exponential distribution. The survival experience among the groups was compared by log-

rank test. Bivariate cox-regression was conducted with socio-demographic and base line characteristics 

such as baseline CD4+ count, WHO clinical stage, functional status, presence of TB at baseline, history of 

prophylaxis use, ART regimen.  

On bivariate cox-regression, absence of TB at baseline found to increase the risk of death; although it was 

statistically insignificant (AHR=1.49, 95%CI [=0.19, 11.67], p=0.702).  

Baseline CD4+ count,sex and BMI were identified predictors for death on bivariate cox-regression 

(p<0.11).Hence further regression was conducted by including ART regimen as it was a variable of interest. 

The adjusted multivariate cox-regression showed BMI being the only independent predictor for death.  

Therefore, patients with baseline body mass index of below normal (<18.5) were found to be at increased 

risk of death (AHR=2.21, 95%CI [1.93, 11.97], p=0.049). 

Baseline CD4+ count was also another independent predictor of death. Threfore,a unit increment in baseline 

CD4+ count was found to be protective (AHR=0.82,95%CI  [0.809,0.998],p=0.019). 

As seen from the analysis, patients initially commenced on AZT based  regimen had 33 % higher risk of 

death than their TDF based regimen counter parts (AHR= 0.67,95% CI [0.20,2.40],p=0.52). However, the 

difference among the groups didn’t show any statistical significance.  

Even though statistically insignificant, females were likely to be at higher risk of death (AHR=6.14, 95% 

CI [0.78, 48.34], p=0.084) as compared to males in the cohort. 
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Table 5: Crude and adjusted cox-proportional hazard regression for predictors of death of the cohort at 
JUSH,from February 10 to March 10,2015 

Variables   CHR [95%CI] p-value AHR [95%CI] p-value 

Sex             Male  
                   Female  

1 
5.6 [0.71,43.5] 

 
0.10 

1 
6.14[0.78,48.34] 

 
0.084 

 Age             <25 
                     26-45 
                     >45 

2.4[0.69,8.65] 
1 
2.3[0.27,18.6] 

0.167 
 
0.455 

  

BMI             <18.5 
                     >18.5 

3.4[1.05,11.25] 
1 

0.042 
 

2.21[1.93, 11.97] 
1 

0.049 

Educational level  
                     Illiterate 
                     Primary 
                     Post-primary     

 
1.35[0.23,8.08] 
1 
1.73[0.43,6.93] 

 
0.75 
 
 
0.44 

  

Residence     Urban  
                       Rural                       

1 
1.66[0.49,5.69] 

 
0.42 

  

Religion       Orthodox 
                      Muslims 
                      Others 

1 
0.66[0.17,2.55] 
0.35[0.04,2.87] 

 
0.55 
0.33 

  

Occupation   Employed                    
                      Unemployed 
                      Housewife                                        

1 
0.87[0.25,3.09] 
0.39[0.05,3.21] 

 
0.83 
0.38 

 
 

 

Marital status  
                       Married   
                       Single 
                      Widowed 
                       Divorced                            

 
1 
1.98[0.48,8.27] 
0.56[0.07, 4.79] 
2.89[0.56, 14.92] 

 
 
0.35 
0.60 
0.204 

  

Alcohol            No  
                        Yes  

1 
1.18[0.31,4.46] 

 
0.803 

  

Baseline CD4+ count  0.89[0.981,0.998] 0.017 0.82[0.809,0.998] 0.019 

WHO staging     I  
                            II 
                           III  
                            IV 

1 
1.79[0.35,9.2] 
0.74[0.10,5.2] 
2.43[0.34,17.23] 

 
0.488 
0.76 
0.375 

  

TB (treatment)  No  
                           Yes 

1.49[0.19,11.67] 
1 

0.702 
 

  

Regimen       
                       TDF group 
                       AZT group 

 
0.83 [0.25,2.71] 
1 

 
0.753 

 
0.67[0.2,2.24] 
1 

 
0.52 

Prophylaxis   
                   CPT + INH 
                   CPT 
                   Neither 

 
1 
1.27[0.26,6.11] 
2.5[0.35,17.77] 

 
1 
0.75 
0.359 

 
 

 

 

*BMI-body mass-index, AHR-adjusted hazard ratio, CHR-cumulative hazard ratio, INH-isoniazid, TB-tuberculosis, TDF-Tenofovir, AZT-   

Zidovudine, CPT-Cotrimoxazole prevent therapy 
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5.3.2. Predictors of opportunistic infection 

Similarly log-rank test was done to compare survival experience among the groups and bivariate cox- 

regression analysis was conducted for clinical and socio-demographic variables, excluding smoking, 

functional status and presence of comorbidity other than TB .Considering all the assumptions and for the 

model fitness, a cox-proportional hazard regression was conducted to identify independent predictors for 

development of opportunistic infections. Therefore, from all the factors mentioned above, history of 

baseline prophylaxis, baseline CD4+ count and BMI of the patient were found to have statistical 

association with occurrences of OIs. 

As compared to those who had initiated both Cotrimoxazole and isoniazid preventive therapy at base line 

patients with no prophylaxis were found to be under higher risk of developing opportunistic infection 

(AHR=8.22,95% CI [1.7,39.77],p=0.009).Similarly, those patients who started prophylaxis with 

Cotrimoxazole only have had at increased risk to have opportunistic infection in their future life time 

regardless of the ART regimen (AHR=6.15,95% CI [1.47,25.67],p=0.013),however they were in a better 

position relative to those that have no any prophylaxis at base line. 

Low BMI (BMI<18.5kg/m2) was another opportunistic infection risk predictor among the patients. 

Therefore, those with low BMI were almost two times at higher risk of developing opportunistic infections 

(AHR=2.05, 95% CI [1.13, 3.73], p=0.018).   

Baseline CD4+ count was also another significant predictor, that conferred significant protection against 

the occurrence of OIs (AHR=0.53, 95% [0.42, 0.998], p=0.039).  

In addition, patients in unexposed, i.e. (AZT) group, had 23% higher hazard of OIs than their exposed 

(TDF) counterparts (AHR=0.77, 95% CI [0.43, 1.40], p=0.405), even though it was statistically 

insignificant.  

Living in rural area was associated with higher hazards of OIs, whereas drinking alcohol has conferred 

protection against OIs attack ((AHR=1.44, 95% CI [0.21, 1.09], p=0.08) and (AHR=0.48, 95% CI [0.2, 

1.14], p=0.095)) respectively, but both are statistically insignificant.   
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Table 6: Crude and adjusted cox-proportional regression analysis for predictors of OIs at JUSH, from 
February 10 to March 10, 2015 

              

Variables CHR [95%CI] p-value AHR[95%CI] p-value 

Sex                        Male  

                             Female  

1 

1.32[0.69,2.52] 

 

0.398 

  

 Age                       <25             

                              25-45 

                              >45                         

1.26[0.634,2.494] 

1 

0.85[0.64,2.51] 

0.502 

 

0.827 

  

BMI                       <18.5 

                               >18.5                    

2.18 [1,3.24] 

1 

0.009 

 

2.05[1.13,3.73] 

1 

0.018 

Educational level      Illiterate  

                                Primary 

                                Post-primary                                

1.02[0.53,1.96] 

1.15[0.52,2.54] 

1 

0.729 

0.995 

 

  

Area of residence     Urban 

                                Rural 

1 

1.97[0.88,4.12] 

 

0.098 

1 

1.4[0.21,1.09] 

 

0.08 

Occupation             Employed 

                               Unemployed 

                               Housewife                      

 

1.28[0.69,2.39] 

0.57[0.21,1.51] 

1 

0.421 

0.259 

  

Marital status         Married       
                               Single   
                               Divorced                                                                                                                     
                               Widowed 

1 
1.67[0.804,3.50] 
1.54[0.719,3.28] 
1.52[0.52,4.44] 

 
0.168 
0.268 
0.447 

  

Religion                  Orthodox 
                               Muslims 
                               Others 

1 
0.86[0.7,2.68] 
0.49[0.14,3.87], 

 
0.51 
0.44 

  

Alcohol                   No  

                               Yes  

1 

0.49[0.21,1.15], 

 

0.101 

 

0.48[0.20,1.14] 

 

0.095 

Baseline CD4+ count  

                   

0.56[0.36,1.003] 0.058 

 

 0.53[0.42,0.998] 0.039 

WHO clinical stag     I  

                                II 

                                III  

                                IV 

1 

1.13[0.51,2.52] 

1.16[0.52,2.58] 

1.24[0.42,3.62], 

 

0.758 

0.720 

0.697 

  

TB ( treatment )       No  

                               Yes 

1 

1.0[0.42,2.36], 

1.0  

 

 

Regimen                 TDF group 

                               AZT group 

0.8[0.45,1.44] 

1 

0.463 

 

0.77[0.43,1.4] 

1 

0.405 

Prophylaxis   

                              CPT +INH 

                              CPT alone  

                               Neither 

 

1 

7.12[1.71,29.57] 

9.23[1.92,44.44] 

 

 

0.006 

0.003 

 

1 

6.15[1.47,25.67], 

8.22[1.7,39.77], 

 

 

0.013 

0.009 
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Results of propensity score matching analysis 

With consideration of adherence and frequency of NNRTIs as a matching variables, occurrence of OI as an 

outcome variable and ART regimen as treatment dependent variable after adjusting for all other potential 

confounders other than smoking, functional status, and other comorbidity, the propensity score matching 

analysis output revealed that: 

 *The average reduction of opportunistic infection among treated (Average treatment effect, ATET) with 

TDF based EFV regimen is -71/1000 (95% CI=-0.135, 0.008 p=0.026).However,AZT/EFV was associated 

with grater incidence of opportunistic infection relative to the base regimen, 0.114 (95% CI=0.001, 0.228, 

p=0.049) and TDF/NVP resulted in statistically insignificant reduction of OIs (table7).  

Table 7: Comparative opportunistic infection reduction capacity of different ART regimens at JUSH,from 
February 10 to March 10,2015 

              

ART regimen** Coefficient AI Std. Err. Z p-value 95% CI 

AZT/3TC/NVP      B     a      s      e                             R      e       g      i      m        e        n 

TDF/3TC/EFV -0.071 0.032 -2.22 0.026 -0.135,0.008 

AZT/3TC/EFV 0.114 0.058 1.97 0.049 0.001,0.228 

TDF/3TC/NVP -0.074 0.081 -0.88 0.377 -0.230,0.087 

 

**Adjusted for all predictor variables among the exposed and unexposed groups except variables that doesn’t meet the criteria of 

propensity score matching analysis.so it is assumed that the exposed and unexposed groups have the same distribution in confounder 
variables included in the model. For example, for AZT/3TC/EVF, all predictor variables for opportunistic infections and the base 
regimen is included in the model.  
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5.3.3 Predictors of CD4+ change 

Considering consecutive CD4+ count measurement was as an outcome variable, multilevel mixed effect 

linear regression was conducted. The slope of random-effect multiple linear regression was used to interpret 

the overtime change in CD4+ count attributed to the predictor variables.  

Therefore, the average gain in CD4+ count achieved at every visit among the cohort was 38cells/mm3 

(β=38.18 95% CI [33.11,43.24],p<0.001) with the conditional correlation coefficient of 64.9%, i.e. 64.9% 

of the variability in CD4+ count response of a subject between two visits was explained by unobserved 

patient specific factors. 

Among the groups, 38.99% of the variation in CD4+ change was explained by differences in the regimens 

where as 25.34% of the variation is attributed to other regression variables (p<0.001), showing an important 

heterogeneity between patients groups.  

In the overall analysis, keeping other factors constant, older age is found to be one of the negative predictors 

of CD4+ count change. So younger patients (age<25 years) were found to have +66 gain in CD4+ count 

every six months as compared to those with ages >45 years  (β=-66.19 [-126.68,-5.70],p=0.032). 

Among the predictor variables, female sex was strongly associated with progressive CD4+ count gain at 
each visit. So females had+39 CD4+ cells advantage over time (β =33.86, 95% CI [33.11, 43.24], p=0.013) 
as compared to their male counterparts.  

Those patients with high body mass index (BMI>18.5kg/m2) had a significantly higher CD4+ change (+32 
cell/mm3) over time than those who had BMI<18.5kg/m2 (β=-32 [-60.16, -4.27], p=0.011).  

Baseline CD4+ count was also another independent predictor for CD4+ advantage over time (β=0.879, 95% 
CI [0.70, 1.06], p<0.001). 

More importantly, patients randomized TDF group had a significant CD4+ count gain per visit compared 
with their AZT counterparts (β =34.08, 95% CI [7.80, 60.35], p=0.027). 

According to this work, other baseline patient factors such as WHO clinical stage, baseline TB, educational 

status, area of residence, religion, occupational status, marital status, alcoholic behaviours, and history of 

prophylactic use had no significant association forCD4+ change.    
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Table 8: Random-effect linear regression analysis of trend of CD4+ count (slope, cells/mm3/6 month) at 
JUSH, from February 10 to March 10, 2015 

    

β-the slope of regression line, CPT-Cotrimoxazole preventive therapy, TB-tuberculosis, INH-Isoniazid, TDF-Tenofovir, AZT-
Zidovudine 

 Unadjusted          Adjusted 

Variable β [95% CI] p-value  β [95% CI] p-value 
Sex              Male 
                    Female 

0 
52.373[21.22,84.24] 

 
0.001 

0 
33.86 [33.11,43.24] 

 
0.013 

Age              <25 
                     25-45 
                     >45                        

0 
-53.15[-90.03,-16.27] 
-120.87[-191.24,-50.49] 

 
0.005 
0.001 

0 
-27.32[-59.3,4.66] 
-66.19[-126.68,-5.70] 

 
0.094 
0.032 

BMI             <18.5 
                     >18.5 

-48.08[-80.42,- 15.74] 
0 

0.004 -32.77[-60.16,-4.27] 
0 

0.011 

Educ. level 
                     Illiterate 
                    Primary 
                    Post-primary 

 
-0.5[-42.86,41.86] 
14.42[-19.59,48.44] 
0 

 
0.982 
0.406 

 
 

 
 

Residence 
                    Urban 
                    Rural  

 
0 
-12.35[-47.18,22.54] 

 
 
0.488 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Occupation 
                    Employed 
                    Unemployed 
                    House wife 

 
0 
-1.40[-32.23,32.44] 
51.50[10.2,92.80] 

 
 
0.936 
0.015 

 
0 
3.96[-26.04,33.95] 
21.35[-18.42,61.12] 

 
 
0.796 
0.293 

Marital status 
                  Single  
                  Married 
                  Divorced 
                  widowed 

 
30.25[-11.18,71.68] 
0 
13.06[-27.17,53.29] 
-19.89[-79.56,39.77] 

 
0.152 
 
0.525 
0.513 

 
40.45[0.52,80.37] 
0 
6.42[-32.27,45.11] 
-2.33[-55.27,50.6] 

 
0.069 
 
0.745 
0.931 

Religion 
                 Orthodox 
                 Muslim 
                 Other  

 
0 
22.91[-12.00,57.83] 
0.21[-40.70,41.13] 

 
 
0.198 
0.992 

 
0 
20.83[-8.86,50.53] 
-12.09[-46.89,22.71] 

 
 
0.166 
0.496 

Alcohol      yes 
                   No  

-26.1[-62.15,9.94] 
0 

0.156 8.48[-22.88,39.83] 
0 

0.596 

ART regimen 
              TDF group 
                 AZT group 

 
11.58[-18.98,42.15] 
0 

 
0.458 

 
34.08[7.80,60.35] 
0 

 
0.027 

Baseline CD4+ count  0.97[0.80,1.15] 0.000 0.879[0.70,1.06] 0.000 

WHO stage    I 
                       II 
                      III 
                      IV 

0 
-16.76[-57.59,24.06] 
-23.17[-64.32,17.97] 
-29.27[-86.35,27.81] 

 
0.421 
0.270 
0.315 

  
 

TB (treatment )  No  
                       Yes 

0 
-48.18[-85.37,5.00] 

 
0.081 

0 
-20.74[-59.05,17.57] 

 
0.289 

Prophylaxis       CPT + INH 
                            CPT alone 
                            Neither 

0 
-29.40[-65.65,6.85] 
-40.89[-97.93,16.16] 

 
0.112 
0.160 

0 
-10.34[-40.57,19.88] 
-22.3[-70.33,25.73] 

 
0.502 
0.363 
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5.3.4 Results of marginal analysis 

To predict the expected change in CD4+ count among exposed and unexposed groups at the end of 

treatment period, post-estimation marginal analysis was conducted using STATA 13.1 and the regression 

output showed that:  

*In exposed groups, the predicted mean CD4+ count for patients treated with TDF/3TC/EFV had 347.65 

cells/mm3 of CD4+ change, and it was 295.73cells/mm3 of CD4+ for those treated with TDF/3TC/NVP. 

*Similarly, in unexposed groups, the predicted mean CD4+ count for patients treated with AZT/3TC/NVP 

had 319.11 change, whereas the change was 281.54cells/mm3 for those treated with AZT/3TC/EFV. This 

figure was exactly the expected increase in CD4+ count associated with each regimen and has a crucial 

clinical implication in guiding clinicians to initiate on which regimen as the role of good immunologic 

recovery in treatment HIV infection is multidimensional.  So this section of analysis (table 9) clearly 

showed that the overall outcome was better in exposed groups than in unexposed. 

Table 9: The predicted mean CD4+ change of patients treated with AZT and TDF based regimens at 
JUSH, from February 10 to March 10, 2015, 

 

*Adjusted for all predictor variables among the exposed and unexposed groups except variables that doesn’t 
meet the criteria of marginal analysis. So it is assumed that the exposed and unexposed groups have the 
uniform distribution in confounder variables included in the model for mean CD4+ change in the multiple 
linear regression analysis. 

 

 
 
 

Status 

 
 
 
Status 

        Delta-method    
 

 
Margins 

 
Standard error 

 

t 
 
[95% CI] 

 
p-value 

          
 

Unexposed             

 
AZT3TC/NVP 

 

319.11 

 
19.34 

 
16.50 

 

281.02,357.20 

 
p<0.001 

 
AZT/3TC/EFV 

 

281.54 

 
18.39 

 
15.31 

 

245.31,317.77 

 
p<0.001 

  

Exposed 

 
TDF/3TC/NVP 

 

295.73 

 
18.39 

 
16.08 

 

259.50,331.96 

 
p<0.001 

 
TDF/3TC/EFV 

 

347.65 

 
18.39 

 
18.90 

 

311.42,383.89 

 
p<0.001 
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6. DISCCUSSION 
 

This study summarized the clinical and immunological impact of TDF and AZT based regimens in one of 

resource limited settings of Ethiopia. The key questions addressed in this study, were: the prevalence of 

death and opportunistic infections among the cohort, the relative morbidity benefit of the regimens, and the 

immunologic response attributed to each regimen as well as the factors associated with; clinical and 

immunological responses of the study subjects. 

6.1 clinical outcome 

6.1.1 Death; occurrence and predictors 
 

In this population with good adherence (adherence >95%)(51), the proportion of death among TDF group 

(exposed) and AZT groups (unexposed) groups is 3.57% and 4.29% (p=0.759) respectively. The survival 

time, mean + SD, of exposed and unexposed groups does not show any statistically significant difference 

and it was; 713.46 + 4.411 and 709.57 + 4.983 days respectively (p= 0.743).  

 Low body mass index (<18.5kg/m2) at baseline  and a unit increment in baseline CD4+ count was the 

independent predictors of death.Females and patients commencement AZT based regimen were also found 

to be at higher risk of death, although it was statistically insignificant .  

The current finding is in line with the study by Damtew et al.(42), which conducted in Somali region, 

karamara hospital with similar design. According to this study, the proportion of death among patients 

exposed to TDF and AZT based regimens was 29.8% and 31.9 %( p=0.429) respectively. The higher 

proportions of death might be due to larger sample size (485 vs. 280 subjects) relative to the latter study. 

Another possible justification could be, the current study includes only patients with good adherence, 

whereas patients in earlier study are included irrespective of their adherence status. The exclusion of 

patients with follow-up less than six months may also contribute for the lowest proportion of death recorded 

in current study as most of the deaths occur within four months post initiation of ART(62). Involvement of 

adherence supporters, reduced in stigma related to HIV, improvement in the prophylactic and VCT services, 

might have played a role in reducing the incidence of death in current study. 

 

In the current study, the risk of death in patients with BMI<18.5Kg/m was more than two times higher 

(AHR=2.21, 95%CI [1.93, 11.97], p=0.049) compared to those with a BMI > 18.5 kg/m2. Study conducted 
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in Malawi showed individuals with  BMI<16 kg/m2 had six times higher risk of dying in the first three 

months than those with a normal nutritional status (63). Study from Asgaire et al. (64) estimated one year 

mortality was nearly 50% among patients with severe malnutrition in Tanzania. This implies that the 

nutritional supplement program for those who are candidates for food by prescription has to be enhanced 

since BMI is an indicator of patient nutritional status that may be influenced by late-stage AIDS conditions, 

such as wasting syndrome and opportunistic infections, or progression of the HIV itself. Another study 

conducted in Somali region showed individuals who have BMI<18.5kg/m2 at baseline had more than two 

times higher comparative risk of  dying (42)..  

In our finding, as baseline CD4+ count increased by a unit, the risk of death was decreased by18% 

(AHR=0.82, 95% CI [0.809, 0.998], p=0.019). Study from USA(58) had also reported that in patients with 

higher baseline CD4+ counts(>200) the risk of death in the coming year was reduced to < 5%.The finding 

is also in accordance with the study conducted in South Africa (65) and Ethiopia (42). Our finding disagreed 

with  study from Nigeria (66).The reason might be due to exclusion of patients with baseline CD4+ count 

less than 50cell/mm3 in the former study. 

Patients exposed to AZT based regimen had 33% higher hazard of death than their TDF exposed counter 

parts (AHR=0.67, 95%CI [0.20, 2.40], p=0.52). The result was statistically insignificant possibly due to 

inclusion of very few clinical events in the analysis. Our finding is consistent with the study from South 

Africa where patients exposed to TDF based regimen had 40% lower risk of death than their AZT exposed 

counter parts (AHR=1.4  95% CI [1.3, 1.5](41).The  finding is largely inconsistent with another study by 

Babafemi.A (23) which showed that AZT based  regiments are more protective than TDF based  regimen. 

The reason for the deviation might be due to shorter duration of the former study and the inclusion of 

patients with  good adherence as well as the inclusion of patients with only have more than six months of 

follow up as most deaths were occurred early in the first four months since the start of therapy as reported 

by other findings from Ethiopia (62).     
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6.1.2 Opportunistic infections, occurrence and predictors 
  

This study also determined the prevalence and associated predictors of opportunistic infections (OIs) in a 

group of patients receiving TDF and AZT based regimens in resource limited setting in Ethiopia. The 

overall prevalence of opportunistic infections in TDF (exposed) and AZT (un-exposed) group is 14.3 % 

(95% CI=0.094, 0.212) and 17.9 %( 95%CI=0.123, 0.252). The mean + SD survival time to opportunistic 

infection 656.574 + 14.58 and 654.793 +  14.339 days respectively (p=0.462). The propensity score 

matching analysis finding, which treats individual regimen with respect to the base regimen 

(AZT/3TC/NVP) was absolutely in favour of TDF/3TC/EFV. The independent predictors for the 

occurrence of OIs for this specific cohort as identified by multivariate cox-regression were history of 

baseline prophylaxis, baseline CD4+count  and low base line body mass index(<18.5kg/m2).However, it 

lacked statistical significance, patients randomized to AZT based regimen were  23% at higher risk of 

developing OIs.   

This finding is concurrent with the randomized open label clinical trial done in India which revealed that 

proportion of opportunistic infection is slightly higher in patients randomized to AZT group than TDF, 

however the figure is quite higher than the current findings (46% vs. 31%, p=0.22)(35).The difference in 

figure could be due to the difference in study design, set-up,sampe size(70 vs. 280)  and the exclusion of 

subjects with follow-up of less than six month in recent study which may underestimate the 

prevalence.Possibly,the improvement in quality of care, improved access to preventive therapy, and 

involvement of adherence supporters  might reduce the prevalence of opportunistic infections in this set-up 

In addition to its 23% OIs risk reduction (AHR=0.77 95%CI [0.43, 1.4], p=0.405), the slightly higher 

median survival time in TDF group may also explain the survival advantage of this regimen. A prospective 

open cohort study by Samuel et al (54)  conducted in Urban slums of Kenya indicated that patients 

commenced on TDF based have relatively higher mean survival than its AZT counterpart (61 vs.56.5 

months) respectively. 

Form the matching estimator analysis, it was found that the individual morbidity benefit of TDF/3TC/EFV 

was incomparable with the rest of the regimen when each regimen were compared with the base regimen. 

Based on this finding, there was one opportunistic infection prevented every 14 patients treated using this 

regimen (p=0.026). Relative to the base regimen, AZT/3TC/EFV was the least protective regimen ever 

used in this set-up. Accordingly, one patient will experience 9 episodes of opportunistic infections over the 
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two years course of treatment (p=0.049).This implies that the exposed group have a better chance of 

survival and increased quality of life. As described by Sowmy V. (35) the overall quality of life due OI is 

higher in TDF group. 

The other dimension of this study was identifying the predictors of opportunistic infections in the cohort. 

According to the finding, patients with no prior exposure to prophylaxis before initiation of AZT or TDF 

based combination regimens have almost eight times at higher hazards of developing opportunistic 

infections than those who have baseline prophylaxis with Cotrimoxazole and Isoniazid preventive 

therapy(AHR=8.22, 95% CI[1.7, 39.77],p=0.009). It is clinically sound that immunologic incompetent 

individuals are predisposed to infection(57,58). So this might lead to the conclusion that HIV patients must 

be put on prophylactic  preventive therapy irrespective of the ART regimen they are commenced on  if they 

have no any contraindications (42), but 28 (10% ) of the patients have no baseline prophylaxis without 

documented contraindications (reason) in this study.  

 Even though the hazard is relatively lower for those who are only initiated with Cotrimoxazole preventive 

therapy, these patients are still at higher probability of having OI attack than their counter parts with dual 

preventive therapy (AHR=6.15, 95% CI [1.47, 25.67],p=0.013). This implies the presence of TB can change 

the clinical spectrum of other infections in the presence of HIV/AIDS. Stephanus K et al (67) has reported  

that, in South African, having a TB event during the follow-up was associated with a 2.71 times higher 

relative risk of a subsequent other opportunistic infection compared to having no prior TB during follow-

up (95% CI [ 1.56, 4.70]). The clinical implication of this finding is that Co-trimoxazole prophylaxis should 

be initiated after HIV diagnosis and continued during ART as this is associated with additional gains in life 

expectancy(68) and  effort should have to be made for initiation of Isoniazid preventive therapy (IPT) in a 

candidate patients apart from difficulty of excluding active TB in patients with moderate or advanced 

immunodeficiency.  

The impact of prophylaxis on the occurrence of opportunistic infections is also reported by other studies 

(58). But in study done in North-western Ethiopia, there was no any statistical association between 

occurrence of OI and use of prophylactic therapy(69). The deviation might be due to insignificant number, 

45(10.6%) out of 423, of patients were on prophylaxis in the former study. 

Low BMI was another risk predictor for the development of opportunistic infections among patients treated 

with TDF and AZT based regimens. So those with baseline BMI less than 18.5 were  two times at higher  

risk of having opportunistic infections (AHR=2.05, 95% CI [1.14, 3.73],p=0.016) irrespective of the ART 
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regimen commenced.Yoann.et al. (70) also described low baseline BMI as a significant independent 

predictor for development of opportunistic infection in patients receiving ART. Another study from Nigeria 

has also reported opportunistic infections are most frequent in patients on ART with low body mass 

index(71).This implies that the nutritional status of patients need to be assessed frequently and 

supplementation with adequate nutrition together with ART is beneficial.  

The role of higher baseline CD4+ count was also revealed in our finding. As it increased by a unit, the risk 

of OIs occurrence was reduced by 47% (AHR=0.53, 95% [0.42, 0.998], p=0.039).There were also similar 

findings from Ethiopia (69) and Nigeria(72), which reported lower baseline CD4+ count was significantly 

associated with the occurrence of opportunistic infections. 

6.2 Immunologic outcome 

The current study has also included immunologic findings among patients exposed to TDF and AZT based 

regimens. Analysis of  mean CD4+ gain every six month showed that, the maximum gain in mean CD4+ 

count was attained by TDF/3TC/EFV followed by AZT/3TC/NVP and TDF/3TC/EFV at any given time in 

the course of therapy. AZT/3TC/EFV had the least immunologic recovery over the entire treatment course. 

The CD4+ count shows a linear trend but it becomes more flat after 18th month with a very minimal gain 

irrespective of the regimen. The overall prevalence of sub-optimal CD4+ response was found to be 

67(23.95%). More interestingly, majority of sub-optimal immunologic responders were belongs to 

TDF/3TC/EFV (30%) whereas the lowest proportion of sub-optimal immunologic responder were observed 

from AZT/3TC/EFV (17.9%) at the first six month. 

Our finding of mean CD4+ recovery was in agreement with a randomized multi-centre open-label study 

from Gallant et al.(16), where a maximum immunologic response was achieved by TDF/3TC/EFV followed 

by AZT/3TC/EFV (270 vs. 237cells/mm3) at 96 weeks. Another finding from Nigeria indicated that 

TDF/3TC/NVP is much more inferior to AZT/3TC/NVP interms of immunologic recovery (208 vs.221.1 

cells/mm3) at 12months of therapy(22). The difference in the outcome of TDF/3TC regimen when 

combined with EFV and NVP may be due to negative pharmacokinetic or pharmacodynamics interaction 

between this NRTI backbone and NVP. 

However, the current results are largely inconsistent with the cross-sectional study conducted in JUSH 

which revealed that the maximum possible immunologic recovery is attained with AZT/3TC/EFV 
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(193cell/mm3) and TDF/3TC/EFV be the one with a mean CD4+ gain of 173 cells/mm3 (3). The reason 

could be the smallest sample size considered in the previous study (21 vs.140 subjects). 

The finding from the marginal analysis may further explain the power of TDF/3TC/EFV over the other 

regimens. From the output of marginal analysis, the change in mean CD4+ count is significantly higher in 

TDF based EFV regimen. Therefore, the difference in the predicted CD4+ count change of the regimens 

has clinical, immunological and economic implications as well. It may also serves as a scientific guide for 

clinicians in such a way that which regimen should has to be commenced depending up on the patients 

clinical indication.      

The bi-phasic CD4+ count response shown in our finding was also reported by other  findings (55,73) as 

a rapid increase of memory CD4+ cells (a high CD4+ count slope) in the first several months after 

treatment initiation succeeded by a slow increase in naive CD4+ cells (smaller slope compared to the 

initial several months).The linear trend in CD4+ increment at early phase of of therapy became flat with 

minimal CD4+ gain latter after 18th  month of treatment irrespective of the regimen used.So “when will 

target CD4+ count (500-800cells/mm3) be attained after initiation of ART?” is the question to be addressed 

by further study. 

Immunologic response after six months of ART indicates a favourable clinical outcome in HIV-1 infected 

patients regardless of virologic response(74).Several studies has reported that as many as 8 - 40% of 

patients on ART do not show a significant increase in CD4+ cell count despite viral suppression 

(55,56,75).Our finding in general is almost consistent with these studies.  

Till this days, studies are unable to justify the impact of ART regimen on sub-optimal immunologic 

recovery. So, it is not surprising that most the patients in this study are from TDF base regimens. As the 

recovery of the CD4+ T cell count is hindered by several patient and viral factors, including: residual viral 

replication, impaired thymic function, advanced age, enhanced T cell activation and apoptosis, genetic 

variations, baseline anaemia  and poor adherence (55,56,76), our finding might not quest the efficacy of 

TDF based regimens in resource limited settings, even though it needs a further workup with adequately 

powered and high methodological quality study design. 

 Study by Mauro et al (77) has confirmed that older age as a key independent  predictor for sub-optimal 

immunologic response as thymus activity decreases with age (78). In our study the mean age of this 

population group was higher than those with concordant response. So our finding agreed with the previous 
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results. And also older age is statistically significant negative predictor of CD4+ gain up on multiple 

regression.  

The pre-treatment CD4+ count in relation to sub-optimal immunologic response: however, is controversial 

as some literatures favour higher baseline CD4+ (>200 cells/mm3) (69) & explains it as “starting treatment 

at higher CD4+ cell counts limits the scope for further increases”. Other literatures favoured lower baseline 

CD4+ count (<200cells/mm3) and this is biologically plausible given that a low nadir pre-treatment CD4+ 

cell count is thought to be suggestive of more extensive depletion of CD4+ cells in the gut-associated 

lymphoid tissue during acute HIV infection, and may be delayed or refractory to reconstitution with ART 

(80).  

In summary this study has short comings including absence of viral marker measurement to conclude the 

rate of sub-optimal immunologic recovery among the patients. So further study needed to be conducted and 

the possible reason why most of them are confined to TDF based regimen has to be justified. Because, lack 

of knowledge about this subgroup may contribute to inadequate clinical management, as current HIV 

treatment guidelines do not provide specific applicable guidance (55). 
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6.2.1 Predictors of CD4+ change 

The overall random effect linear regression analysis had pointed out that, baseline BMI, sex, age, baseline 

CD4+ count, and exposure to  TDF based regimen were independent predictors for CD4+ change over time. 

The marginal effects of each regimens confirmed that the immunologic outcome associated with TDF based 

EFV preparations was more convincing and made it the golden regimen to be utilized in this setup 

(margins=347.65cells/mm3/ , p<0.001) followed by AZT/3TC/NVP (m=319.11cells/mm3, p<0.001)and 

TDF/3TC/NVP(m=295.73,p<0.001) respectively. However, AZT/3TC/EFV had lowest predicted change 

in CD4+ count (m=281.54, p<0.001). This implies that this regimen has minimal immunologic response 

and its clinical utilization need to be reconsidered.   

Females had a greater CD4+ improvement over time. Accordingly, every visit of female patients was 

associated with the average CD4+ count of 39 cells/mm3 (β =33.86 [33.11, 43.24], p=0.013).Similar study 

from Lao democratic republic strengthen this finding (50). But it was inconsistent from the study in Asia 

(73) probably due to differences in study setup and sample size (1676 versus 280) ,where females contribute 

only 26% of the sample analysed. 

The impact of age on immunologic recovery was well described(78) and  this study had found concordance 

with previous findings. Accordingly, the CD4+ gain attained by younger (<25years) patients was +66 

cells/mm3 as compared to those older than 45 years of age (β=-66.19, 95% CI [-126.68,-5.70], p=0.032). 

The finding is consistent with the studies from Ghana (52) and Asia (73) which reported the inverse 

relationship between age and CD4+ gain. This is mainly due to failure of cellular expansion or non-

sustained cell survival in the periphery or age related central degeneration of thymus function as patients 

become aged (55).  

In the cohort, those with high  BMI, (BMI >18.5 kg/m2) , had a better immunologic outcome and each visit 

was associated with  32 cells/mm3 of  CD4+ count advantage  as compared with patients with low BMI, 

(BMI<18.5 kg/m2) (β=-32.22, 95% CI [17.23,51.85],p<0.001).This is concurrent with the study by Bastard 

et al.(50), in which higher BMI (>18kg/m2) was reported to have a protective effect for CD4 count 

increment at 9month of therapy (HR= 0.39, 95% CI 0.25-0.60).This implies that higher BMI is a sign of 

good nutritional status and it is fertile ground for better immunologic revival. 

The baseline CD4+ count was another positive predictor for successful immunologic revival. So a patient 

has a 0.879 CD4+ cell count advantage over time , for every count higher in initial CD4+ count, when 
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compared to his/her counterpart (β=0.879 95% CI [0.70,1.06],p<0.001).This finding is consistent form  

study by Mustapha et al  (52) and Lawrence et al. (79) in which higher baseline CD4+ count was associated 

with good immunologic outcome. This might be due to less extensively depleted immune system will be 

boosted easily after initiation of ART. The overall clinical and immunological findings were suggestive of 

better outcome of ART if initiated at higher CD4+ count. This finding also agrees with the recent WHO 

ART guidelines  (81) which described the initiation of ART irrespective of WHO stage and CD4+ count in 

adolescents and adults.      

Incontrary,the finding disagrees  with some studies showing poor immunologic recovery including 

discordant responders when ART was commenced at higher CD4+ count(82).This may be due to the goal 

CD4+ in HIV patients (500cells/mm3) (83) can be attained immediately in those with higher base line CD4+ 

and further increment could be impossible. The reason for the deviation might be due to differences in 

sample size and set-up. The multicenterity of the previous study might contribute for the difference.  

From this study, patients randomized TDF group had a significant CD4+ count advantage per visit relative 

to  their AZT randomized patients (β =+34.08, 95% CI [7.80, 60.35], p=0.001).This study is consistent with 

most of the previous findings that described TDF based regimens as the one with better immunologic 

outcome (16,34,38,84). 
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Strength and limitation of the study 

One of the strength of our study is the application of principle of propensity score matching and post 

estimation marginal analysis, a concept similar to randomized clinical trial to reduce the impact of baseline 

confounders on clinical and immunologic outcome. In addition to this the design: cohort study; which is 

appropriate for risk estimation among exposed and unexposed groups and it also eliminates recall bias. 

Restriction of adherence and frequency matching is also another strength of this study.  

Our study was not without limitation. Firstly, it was underpowered to detect the intended outcome due to 

inclusion of minimum number of observations for clinical outcomes. Another major hiccup of this study is 

measure of adherence by health professionals that may not fit to the reality. It also doesn’t assess the 

occurrence of specific OIs and the impact of comorbidities other than TB on the treatment outcomes. 

Selection bias due to scarcity of TDF/3TC/NVP, absence of viral load measurements, removal of creatinine 

clearance and haemoglobin from the analysis as well as wide confidence intervals due to inclusion of few 

events are some of the other limitations. 
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7. Conclusion and recommendation 

7.1 Conclusion 

The results of this study suggests that TDF based regimens especially, TDF/3TC/EFV had improved 

clinical and immunologic outcome. But findings derived from its impact on death and opportunistic 

infections should be interpreted cautiously since the observed events are clinically comparable. The 

immunologic recovery associated with each regimen was clearly showed TDF based regimen was 

promising. Interms of immunologic recovery, AZT based NVP regimen to be the next from TDF/3TC/EFV 

which takes an upper hand in every outcome assed.  

The survival benefit of TDF based regimen; especially TDF/3TC/EFV, was better relative to AZT based 

regimen. The regimen AZT/3TC/EFV was associated with relative poor outcome and its clinical utilization 

should be discouraged. TDF/3TC/NVP use and its procurement should also be reconsidered. 

Females and patients with low body mass index deserve more attention as they carried the higher hazards 

of mortality. In addition patients with low body mass index and those with no or prophylaxis only with 

Cotrimoxazole should be treated watchfully as they were at risk of having OIs. Since aged patients, those 

with baseline line CD4+ count<200 cells/mm3 and patients with pre-treatment BMI<18.5 were poor 

immunologic responders, they need special attention while delivering care and treatment  

7.2 Recommendations  

To improve care and treatment outcome in PLWHA, multi-sectorial involvement is required. So the 

following recommendations are forwarded from findings of this research.  

 For pharmaceuticals Fund and Supply Agency 

 The procurement of TDF based NVP combinations and AZT based EFV combinations has to be 

revised  

 For JUSH, head office 

 The role of adherence supporters has to be intensified so as the fate of patients who were lost on 

follow-up can be traced. 

 Providing necessary materials for CD4+ measurement every six month should be strengthened. 
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 For JUSH ART clinic 

 Recording of complete patient assessment should be given a due attention. 

 Patients should have complete assessment and laboratory work-up as recommended by the guideline 

for CD4+, Haemoglobin level and renal function since these tests are major indicators of safety and 

efficacy associated with the current regimens. 

 Patients should be monitored for adherence with care.  

 The habit of prophylaxis provision with both CPT and IPT simultaneously should be revised since 

more protection was conffered by this practice. 

 For researchers 

 Further research has to be conducted on the mortality impact of TDF with better study design and 

sufficient sample size.  

 The impact of NVP on the TDF/3TC combination has to be justified by further research.  

 The overall status of SO-CD4+ in this set-up needs to be researched urgently with adequate sample 

size and high quality methodological study design. 
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                    ANNEXES                          

                   ANNEX   I: Data collection check list 

                                                                              

                                   Jimma University  

                       College of Medical sciences: Department of Pharmacy 

          Dear, 

          This data collecting format is prepared to collect data on “Treatment outcome assessment of Tenofovir and  

        Zidovudine based regimens among Peoples living with HIV/AIDS at Jimma University Specialized Hospital,  

        ART clinic”.  

 

This study is conducted as part of my MSc thesis in collaboration with Jimma University School of graduate               

studies. The aim of the study is to assess the treatment outcomes of TDF and AZT based regimens among PLWHA 

at JUSH. The finding of this study will help in identifying the safest regimen interms of its good treatment 

outcomes in this specific population group. The information extracted from patients’ medical record was kept 

confidential and not exposed to other parties.                                    

                                                                   Data collector 

                                                                             Name……………………. 

                                                                             Sign……………………… 

                                                                             Phone number…………… 

                       

                                                                                       Supervisor 

                                                                         Name………………….. 

                                                                         Sign…………………… 

                                                                         Phone number………… 
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                                                           Instruction 

                 A.Select your answer for the questions by marking “√” in the box provided 

                B.If your answer is out of the choice provided; write it in the space provided  

                             Part I: Socio-demographic data                                    Card No._______________ 

201 Sex 
Male                   Female     

202 Age(in years)     

203 Educational level 

 

 

Post-primary[9thand above]     Illiterate         Primary                

204 Area of residence Urban               Rural 

205 Habit of social 

drugs use 

 

Smoking status   smoker       non-smoker     

Alcoholic status:   Drinker       Non-drinker      

 

206 Occupation 
Employed     unemployed                                               

  Housewife  Others ,Specify_________________________ 

207 Marital status 
 Single                                 Married           

 Divorced                          Widowed        
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                                     Part II: patient’s clinical data      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

301 ART initiation date           ____/____/_________ (dd/mm/yyyy) 

302 ART initiation Age Baseline 

CD4+ count 

WHO clinical 

stage [I,II,III,IV] 

Functional status(W,A,B) 

303 Patient on prophylaxis 
No                              Yes    

if Yes,  

Drug for prophylaxis Date treatment started Medications 

INH ----/----/----  

Cotrimoxazole ----/----/----  

304 ART regimen  
 [1e]  [1f]  [1c]                                                                                                                         [1d]                        

305  Comorbidity 
Yes                                 No  

         If yes,__________________(mention) 

306  [BMI in Kg/m2],if 

recorded already 

 

BMI=body mass-index body mass 
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P                   

                         Part III-follow-up data documentation chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Key: The chart and its parts are designed and filled as per the country’s format(s) of HIV/ART follow up form. 

 

Month 
on 
ART 

Wt. (kg), 
Ht.(cm) 

Functional 
status(W,A,B) 

WHO 
stage 

CD4+ 
count 

OI 
prophylaxis 

TB 
prophylaxis 

ARV drugs O
I 

Patient status 

 Dispensed 
regimen 

Adher
ence 
(G,F,P) 

live dead 
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                              Part-IV. List of Codes 

                   The following code was used to fill the questionnaire                                                                                      

                                     Functional status  

                      OI codes 

            1. Zoster 

            2. BP, bacterial pneumonia 

            3. Pulmonary TB 

            4. Extra Pulmonary TB 

            5. Thrush - oral, vaginal 

            6. Ulcer – mouth, genital 

            7. Diarrhea chronic/acute 

          8. Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia 

            9. CT, CNS toxoplasmosis 

         10. CM, Cryptococcal meningitis 

           11. Others 

                                                                     

 W= working 

 A= ambulatory 

 B= bedridden 

Adherence 

 G= good 

 F= fair 

 P= poor 

Follow up date 

 0=ART initiation date 

 1w= one week 

 1m= one month 

Side Effects 

1. Nausea 

2. Diarrhea 

3. Fatigue 

4. Head ache 

5. Rash 

6. Anemia 

7. Abdominal pain 

8. Jaundice 

9. Dizzy, anxiety, night mare 

Dispensed Regimen                                        

      1c= AZT-3TC-NVP 

      1d= AZT-3TC- EFV 

      1e= TDF-EMC- NVP 

       1f= TDF-EMC- EFV 
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